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The effect of varying carbon nanotube concentration on ignition delay, flame speed, and electrical and thermal

conductivity of three-dimensional printable energetic thin films made of magnesium and manganese oxide was

investigated. Polyvinylidene fluoridewas used as the binder for depositing the stoichiometricMg∕MnO2 mixture into

thin films with an average thickness of 200 μm using an extrusion-based blade-casting method. Four films with a 0,

0.5, 1.0, and 1.5wt%carbon nanotubewere prepared. The ignition delay and flame speed of the filmsweremeasured

using high-speed imaging techniques. Electrical and thermal conductivitieswere alsomeasured.Results show that the

inclusion of a 1.5 wt% carbon nanotube in theMg∕MnO2/polyvinylidene fluoride films improved their flame speed

by 440%and electrical conductance by two orders ofmagnitude (from4.23 to 655.33 nS) and decreased ignition delay

by 87.2%. Interconnectivity of carbon nanotubes in the films was estimated using a basic percolation model. Films

with a 1.5 wt % carbon nanotube demonstrated the highest interconnectivity, which aided improved thermal and

electrical energy transport, thereby improving combustion performance. The development of three-dimensional

extruded thin filmswith tailorable thermal and combustion parameters is a precursor for the additivemanufacturing

of energetic materials.

I. Introduction

T HERMITES are composite energetic materials that can consist
of well mixed solid fuel and oxidizer particles. Thermite

reactions are self-propagating, provide localized energy generation,
high temperatures with high energy density and heat of combustion
[1–3]. Since these energetic systems are mixtures of reactant
powders, they can be tailored to different applications. Thus, they find
versatile applications in industry and ordnance as energy-generating
systems [4–10]. Although many experimental studies feature fuel and
oxidizer mixtures alone, for several in-field applications, the mixtures
are combined with binders to consolidate them into desirable shapes.
The binders, as constituents of the energetic mixture, participate in
combustion and energy transfer processes, potentially changing the
behavior of the energetic system [11].
Additive manufacturing, also referred to as three-dimensional

(3D) printing, is a material deposition technique that is gaining
popularity [12,13] for tailoring reactants and geometry for specific
applications and on demand. The processing provides systematic
deposition of successive material layers by an automated system
based on a premade computer model [14]. Printing enables the
freedom of working with variegated material combinations,
deposition of complex profiles, control of close-range features of
the profiles, and decreased material wastage [15–18]. Additive
manufacturing techniques like fused deposition modeling, powder
bed printing, selective heat/laser sintering, and robocasting, among
others, are typically employed for depositing composites [19].

Principal factors that affect the ease of printing and quality of the final
product include the rheology of the binder, particulate media size
distribution, thermal-physical properties of thematerial beingdeposited,
and adhesion between the binder and particles [20].
Additive manufacturing may be an attractive method of printing

thermite energetic systems due to several advantages offered by the
process. The slurry deposited into the energetic system includes
thermite powder (fuel, oxide, and required additives) and the binder.
Given the novelty of the approach, and the immense freedom in
processing, several researchers have focused on advancing additive
manufacturing of energetic materials. Huang et al. [8] studied the
effect of particle loading on the burn rate of thin films made of
aluminum and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) made via electro-
spray deposition of Al/PVDF slurry. They showed that increasing the
Al concentration increased the burn rate of the energetic film in
air [8]. Li et al. [21] synthesized laminate composites consisting of
alternating layers of Al/copper oxide between layers of PVDF
through electrospray deposition. Their results show that the as-made
laminates burn better with fuel lean conditions, and the addition of
PVDF improved the mechanical properties of the films. Meeks et al.
[11] successfully synthesized and characterized the flame speeds of
Mg∕MnO2 films with different binders. They showed that the energy
release, porosity, and flame speed of the thin films varied with binder
type and concentration. In a later work,Meeks et al. [22] investigated
the rheological effects of varying concentrations of PVDF binder and
film thicknesses on the flame speed and heat of combustion of
Mg∕MnO2 thin films. Their results showed that flame speed increased
with film thickness but decreased with increased deposition viscosity
in the energetic system. Clark et al. [7] synthesized freestanding
flexible 3D printable films of Al and molybdenum trioxide with
silicone binder using a blade-casting approach and characterized
reactivity. With binders, all of these studies produced extrudable
materials that have the potential to be 3D printed, and all produced
flame speeds on the order of centimeters/second.
Thermite reaction rates are dependent on a number of factors such

as the particle diameter, equivalence ratio, binder concentration,
homogeneity of mixing, and compaction density. Although research
on additivemanufacturing of energeticmaterials is growing, there is a
need to identify mechanisms that tailor principal combustion
characteristics like flame speed and ignition sensitivity for prescribed
applications. Aviable approach to effectively transform the combustion
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characteristic of energetic systems is to introduce additives into the
reactant system [1]. Additives are components of the energetic
system that may not radically change reaction chemistry but
influence targeted properties. One additive gaining popularity for use
in thermite systems is carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which have been
shown to influence thermal conductivity and diffusivity, impact
sensitivity, electrostatic discharge (ESD) sensitivity, electrical
conductivity, optical ignition sensitivity, and flame speeds of loose
powder and compacted pellets of energetic materials [23–25].
The current work examines combustion of 3D extruded

Mg∕MnO2 thin films with varying CNT concentration. Energetic
thin films made of Mg∕MnO2 have been developed for use as heat
sources in many applications such as thermal batteries and welding
and joining [11]. Traditionally available methods of externally
applied heat do not suit many applications like batteries or
electronics, thus requiring the development of new and precise
approaches. Energetic films inserted at a required location that can
supply precise energy for a desired time are an appealing option. This
particular energetic system has been chosen as the vehicularmatrix to
hold the CNT additives in varying concentrations and has been
studied for thermal battery applications recently [11,22].
Energy transfer mechanisms depend on several factors such as

material confinement, the gas products generated, the heat transfer
mechanism (i.e., conduction or convection), the activation energy of
the reactive components, the heating rate, and material or additive
connectivity. Zhu et al. [26] examined the effects of opposed
(conduction dominant) and concurrent (convection dominant) flow
in thermally thin films, inwhich thermal thickness implies significant
heat transfer through the solid phase. Meeks et al. [11] showed that
Mg∕MnO2 films propagate energy conductively in open test
configurations. Armstrong [23] modeled flame speeds through
random particulate media with no gas generation and demonstrated
that thermophysical properties of the matrix are key parameters
controlling the flame speed in the second-order reaction dynamics of
the global combustion reaction. Particles such as CNTs have been
shown to influence the thermal [24] and electrical properties of
composites [25,27]. Thus, the current work will investigate
percolation in thermal and electrical properties of 3D extruded
Mg∕MnO2/CNT thin films and the corresponding flame speed and
ignition delay during combustion. Effective energy transfer pathways
in the energetic films are examined, and factors with the greatest
influence on the flame speed and ignition delay are identified. This is
an extension of AIAA conference proceedings that linked electrical
conductivity to flame speed but did not consider thermal property
variations or provide a percolation analysis to assess CNT
connectivity [27]. These are important additions that highlight the
role of CNT percolation in controlling electrical, thermal, and,
therefore, combustion properties [28].

II. Experimental

Micrometer size particles of Mg and MnO2 with a 325 mesh,
procured from Alfa Aesar, were used as fuel and oxidizer,
respectively. Multiwalled CNTs were obtained from Alfa Aesar and
were 0.1–10 μm long with a 20 nm outer diameter and 3 nm inner
diameter. The energetic mixture comprising Mg and MnO2 was
prepared to have a stoichiometric equivalence ratio. Four types of
energetic thin films were prepared such that they each had 0, 0.5, 1.0,
and 1.5wt%CNTs, respectively, in addition to identical quantities of
theMg∕MnO2. To cast the powders as thin films, 15wt%PVDFwas
used as the binder. Requisite amounts of Mg, MnO2, CNTs, and
PVDF were mixed using methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) as the solvent
such that the solids concentration of the slurry was 40 vol %. Each
slurry was mixed in an AR250 Thinky centrifugal mixer at 1200 rpm
for 4 min and blade cast onto a glass substrate, using a 200 μm
drawdown blade with an Elcometer 4340 automated film applicator
to obtain films with an average solids density of 2.1 g∕cm3. The
process is schematically illustrated in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary
Material of this manuscript. Films were vacuum dried in an oven at
60°C for 24 h to ensure that all NMP evaporated, and then films were
reclaimed for further experimentation.

Figure S2 (in the Supplementary Material) shows a schematic of
the flame speedmeasurement setup. The rectangular filmswere cut to
3 mm by 3 cm strips and fixed to a glass slide placed in a pressurized
combustion vessel with an argon environment at 66.6 kPa.
Combustion was initiated using a small gage resistive heating wire in
direct contact with the film. A Phantom v7 high-speed camera,
situated perpendicular to the flame front direction, captured the
thermal event. The camera recorded at 50,000 frames/s with a
resolution of 512 × 384 using a 32 f-stop (i.e., f∕32) and neutral
density filters to block 92% of emitted light from the camera sensors
and enable clear visualization of the flame front during propagation.
The data were postprocessed using a custom Labview program. The
program tracks the position of the flame front as it progresses through
the film in subsequent frames and the time elapsed in between to
calculate speed. The time lag between supplying resistance heating to
thewire and the initiation of the reaction in the films, aswitnessed from
the high-speed imaging experiments, is measured as ignition delay.
Figure S3 (in the Supplementary Material) shows a schematic of

the test apparatus for measuring electrical conductivity. An acrylic
channel containing the energetic powderwas positioned between two
copper electrodes and placed inside a conductive shield to negate
charges from the surroundings. An Alpha Labs high-resistance, low-
conductance (HRLC) HR2 meter was connected to the two copper
probes. The shielding container was held at ground potential by
connecting it to the HRLCmeter, which contained a high impedance
amplifier. The HRLC measures a wide range of resistances varying
from1.0Ω to 2.0 TΩ. Themeter passed current through the sample at
voltages below 2.0 V, which was decreased by a factor of 10 for each
of the nine resistance settings. The resistance measured was then
inverted to determine the conductance of the energetic samples. All
the experiments were run in triplicate to assess repeatability.
Uncertainty is attributed to differences in weighing, blade casting,
and the accuracy of the measurement device [HRLC and laser flash
analyzer (LFA)], all ofwhich are less than the standard deviation from
the repeatability of the measurements.
A Netzsch LFAwas used to determine the thermal conductivity of

the reactant materials and energetic system at 25°C according to the
procedure detailed in previous work [29,30]. The solid components
of the energetic systemwere drymixed and pressed into pellets with a
diameter of 1.27 cm and thickness of 0.17 cm per dimensional
requirements of the sample holder of the LFA. The density of the
pellets wasmaintained at 2.1 g∕cc. Fivemeasurements weremade of
each sample to determine the standard deviation from the sample
measurement. The Netzsch Proteus software was used for analysis
and postprocessing of the data.

III. Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the ignition delay and flame speed of the
energetic films of Mg∕MnO2/PVDF as a function of CNT
concentration. Figure 1 shows the ignition delay decreased from 0.68
to 0.088ms (i.e., by 87.2%).However, as soon as theCNTwas added,
the ignition delay was reduced and did not vary significantly with
CNT concentration. Figure 3 shows that as CNT concentration
increased from 0 to 1.5 wt % flame speed increased from 67.1 to
362.5 mm∕s, i.e., by 440%. The trend shows a significant increase
between 1 and 1.5 wt % CNTs, suggesting the percolation of CNT
particles may contribute to enhanced flame speeds. The error bars
through the data symbols in Figs. 1 and 2 include error bars that
represent standard deviations in the average measurement based on
the repeatability of five tests per sample, and this is the largest source
of uncertainty in the data collection.
Figure 4 shows adding CNTs to Mg∕MnO2/PVDF improves

electrical conductance from4.23 to 655.33 nS,which is an increase in
two orders of magnitude. A similar trend is seen in Fig. 2 with flame
speeds where increasing CNT concentration from 1.0 to 1.5 wt % led
to a threefold increase in flame speed. Conversely, adding only
0.5 wt % CNTs (as seen in Fig. 1) decreased the ignition delay
to 0.06 ms, and further addition of CNTs did not contribute further to
a decreased ignition delay.
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Figure 3 shows the thermal conductivity of the energetic samples
as a function of CNT concentration.

IV. Discussion

The ignition delay (Fig. 1) did not follow the same trend as the
flame speed, thermal or electrical conductance, or connectivity
(Figs. 2–4). Ignition delay was highest in the films with no CNTs,
lowered by 0.6 s at 0.5 wt % CNT concentration, and did not
significantly changewith a higher CNT concentration. To understand

these trends in ignition delay, the phenomenon of ignition via
resistive heatingwas explored further. To ignite the films, current was
passed through the bent wire such that a hot spot was formed at the
wire bend. The electrical and thermal energy from localized wire
heating was transported to the film, which aided in initiating the
combustion reaction. The rate at which energy from the wire was
transported to the film depended on the energy transfer pathways
between thewire bend and the film. InMg∕MnO2/PVDFwithCNTs,
the CNT particles formed a well-connected pathway between the
wire and film facilitating energy transport, shown in Fig. 3 and 4, by
increasing the film’s thermal and electrical conductivity. Even with
low interconnectivity, CNTs conducted enough electrical and
thermal energy for the reactants to reach an activation energy faster
than films with no CNTs and thus lowered the ignition delay as seen
in Fig. 1. The results show that even low concentrations of CNT
additives significantly enhanced ignition sensitivity by reducing the
ignition delay time when exposed to an energy source. Additional
particle connectivity was not required to sensitize the composite to
ignition, and small variations in bulk thermal and electrical properties
(Figs. 3 and 4) correlate with significant variations in ignition
sensitivity (Fig. 1).
Figure 2 shows flame speeds increased exponentially from

67.1 mm∕s with 0.0 wt % CNTs to 362.5 mm∕s (i.e., a 440%
increase) with 1.5wt%. The increase in flame speedwas facilitated by
the increase in thermal conductivity of the films (Fig. 3) and followed
the same exponential trend. The relatively slow speed (i.e., mm∕s)
and the open configuration of the test setup suggested the dominant
mode of heat transfer was thermal conduction. Although Mg∕MnO2

did not generate gas [11], PVDF decomposition and burning are gas
phase reactions. However, generated gas escaped the reaction zone
without confinement and did not contribute to convective energy
transport within the film, especially evident by the slow propagation of
the reaction in the condensed phase (i.e., millimeters/second). This
shows that increasing thermal conductivity of thin films will increase
flame speeds for conductively driven reactions.
Because the additive exponentially influenced thermal and

combustion properties of the composite, the threshold concentration
for percolation was examined. The lowest concentration that would
provide enhanced thermal behavior can be identified using a
percolation analysis. Schilling and Partzsch [31] and Weidenfeller
et al. [32] used interconnectivity as away to quantify the connectivity
between particles as their concentration in a composite increased.
First, they estimated the volume fraction of the filler-additive and
constituent matrix, as ΦF and ΦM, respectively. Then, using the
thermal conductivity of the additive λF and matrix λM, the theoretical
upper bound λHS� and lower bound λHS− of thermal conductivity
were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) [29]:

λHS� � λF
2λF � λM − 2ϕM�λF − λM�
2λF � λM � 2ϕM�λF − λM�

(1)

Fig. 2 Flame speed of Mg∕MnO2/PVDF films as a function of CNT
concentration.

Fig. 3 Measured thermal conductivity inW∕mK (square symbols) and

calculated interconnectivity (diamonds) forMg∕MnO2/PVDF films as a
function of CNT concentration.

Fig. 4 Electrical conductance of Mg∕MnO2/PVDF films as a function
of CNT concentration.Fig. 1 Ignition delay of Mg∕MnO2/PVDF films as a function of CNT

concentration. Ignition source is a resistively heated wire (i.e., thermal
ignition).
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λHS− � λM
2λM � λF − 2ϕF�λM − λF�
2λM � λF � 2ϕF�λM − λF�

(2)

The interconnectivity of the additive in the composite was
calculated based on the measured thermal conductivity λMD

according to Eq. (3):

X � λMD − λHS−

λHS� − λHS−
(3)

Interconnectivity quantifies how connected particles are such that
X � 1 would correspond to complete 100% connectivity while x �
0.5would imply half the additive particles form a connected network
through the matrix. Equation (3) shows that the thermal conductivity
of the bulk film is dependent on the morphology of the particles, the
bulk density (indicating the amount of void space occupied by air),
and the thermal conductivity of the constituents of the films (i.e., Mg,
MnO2, PVDF, and air). These are combined in the interconnectivity
equation and referred to as the matrix. As long as concentrations of
the matrix constituents and density of the samples are held constant,
the thermal conductivity of the matrix can be determined by LFA
measurements. The LFA analysis quantifies the increase in thermal
conductivity caused specifically by the additive concentration. This
equation is most often used to describe thermal conductivity because
there is a dramatic difference between additive thermal conductivity
and matrix conductivity in polymer composites.
Using this approach, the interconnectivity X of the CNT in

Mg∕MnO2/PVDF film was calculated and is shown in Fig. 3. There
was a dramatic increase in interconnectivity when the CNT
concentration increased from 1.0 to 1.5 wt %, suggesting percolation
[29]. Previous research [29] showed that interconnectivity and
electrical conductivity are closely related. Whereas the intercon-
nected additive pathways facilitate energy transport in general, at the
inflection point, there will be a more significant increase in electrical
conductivity than thermal conductivity. The same trend is mirrored
here and seen by the 150 times increase in electrical conductance (see
Fig. 4) compared to the three times increase in flame speed
(see Fig. 2).
Furthermore, the estimated interconnectivity of CNTs in the films

(see Fig. 3) shows that using a standard rule of averages is not an
accurate approach for estimating thermal conductivity [29]. This is
because there is a natural assumption in aweighted average approach
that the composite is fully connected (X � 1). The additive shape,
particle size distribution, and density all have an effect on
interconnectivity that is not accounted for in a weighted average
approach. Interconnectivity has a more significant influence on
energy transport than the average conductivity of the composite
components.

V. Conclusions

The influence of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the flame speed,
ignition delay, thermal conductivity, and electrical conductance of
energetic films composed of Mg∕MnO2/polyvinylidene flouride
with varying concentrations of CNT additives were studied. A CNT
particle connectivity analysis was also performed to identify the role
of percolation affecting thermal and electrical behavior. Results show
that ignition delay times were significantly reduced even with low
concentrations of CNTs and remained unchanged with increasing
CNT concentration. This implies that sensitizing a composite toward
thermal ignition can be achieved with small concentrations (i.e., less
than 1 wt %) and without additive percolation. Further results show
that adding CNTs improved the flame speed of the energetic thin
films by 440% and electrical conductance by two orders of magnitude
and significantly affected thermal conductivity at percolation. Films
had the highest interconnectivity of CNTs when added at 1.5 wt %,
which corresponded with an exponential increase in the flame speed
and interconnectivity. Increased energy transport pathways in the
composite energetic films due to improved interconnectivity of the
CNTs allowed faster and more efficient thermal energy transfer
through the film resulting in higher flame speeds with a higher

interconnectivity of CNTs. Thus, interconnectivity (and percolation)
of CNTs was identified as a key factor in explaining the improved
flame speed of the energetic films with additives and the decrease in
their ignition delay.
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